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Abstract— Impact Test play an important role in the design of many
engineering applications.
In many cases, engineers follow a impact analysis calculate impact
stresses. The study of frontal impact is important aspect in design as
they may results in mechanical failure of components. Impact stresses
are developed in body whenever any part is prevented from assuming
the size and shape that it would freely assume under a change in size or
two materials with differing the expansion are used in design.

Index Terms— Crash Analysis, Frontal Impact, Euro NCAP,
Restraining System, Injuries.

I. INTRODUCTION
Modern passenger vehicles are being extensively tested for the
ability to protect vehicle occupants in the event of a crash. Regulatory
as well as rating tests are carried out all over the world. The results
from these tests are publicly available and receive great attention. For
the consumer the results from these tests are an important factor that
influences the choice of vehicle when buying a new passenger
vehicle. The impact velocities at which these tests are run have been
increasing over time. The rating tests carried out at present in the
EUROPE(EURO NCAP) are run at impact velocities of 64 km/h (40
mph).
The structures of modern passenger vehicles are designed to maintain
integrity at an impact velocity of 64 km/h (40 mph) and lower. The
occupant protection system is likewise designed to protect the
occupant up to an impact velocity of about 64 km/h (40 mph).
However, there are highways with a 90 km/h (56 mph) speed limit
without separation of the lanes and many car occupants still die in
severe frontal crashes. In Sweden alone approximately 150 fatalities
occurred in frontal collisions in 2003 which is about half of all car
occupant fatalities.
The frontal impact test simulates a collision with another structure
that overlaps 40% of the cars bonnet on the drivers’ side. The
structure made out of a deformable mesh with a stiffness
representative of a car bonnet, impacts the vehicle at 40mph.
The purpose of this test is to simulate a partially offset collision
between the tested vehicle and an oncoming vehicle and this type of
collision accounts for a large percentage of all car crashes on the
road. It is therefore important that a car’s ability to withstand this
type of impact is tested.
Euro NCAP is an accurate comparison of which cars offer better
protection to an occupant due to their repeatability and their proven
relationship with real world trends.
After successful cushion static deployment, a Linear Impactor
simulation is carried out. A few hardware tests may be needed to
correlate the model unless strong confidence has been built from
similar models. A parameter study of the linear impact model with
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different inflators and different impact locations is often conducted to
help select inflators and further improve cushion design. Upon the
completion of CAE analysis, some tests are necessary to confirm the
simulation results. This concludes the component level design and
analysis.
Before any physical airbag was sewn and tried, preparatory CAE
investigation was performed to give directional direction to the
airbag outline. Inflators with little and huge quantities of moles of gas
were attempted to investigate the conceivable limits cushion
thickness, volume, airbag weight, shrinkages and tie powers.
The most commonly used airbag simulation model assumes uniform
pressure and temperature everywhere in frontal the airbag. This is a
close representative of the airbag after it is fully inflated and the gas
flow in frontal the airbag stabilizes. For free motion head form impact
simulations, the head form usually impacts the frontal airbag after its
full inflation. The uniform pressure airbag models serve the
simulation purpose adequately.

II.

METHODOLOGY

The main focus of this project is to implement the method of
Restraining System for frontal Impact Analysis for evaluating the
mechanical behaviour. This is a Non-linear implicit analysis carried
out using the finite element software package - LS DYNA/HM,
which is best suited for such an analysis.
A sequentially coupled physics analysis is the combination of
analyses from different engineering disciplines which interact to
solve a global engineering problem. When the input of one physics
analysis depends on the results from another analysis, the analyses
are said to be coupled. Thus, each different physics environment must
be constructed separately so they can be used to determine the
coupled physics solution. However, it is important to note that a
single set of nodes will exist for the entire model. By creating the
geometry in the first physical environment, and using it with any
following coupled environments, the geometry is kept constant. For
our case, we will create the geometry in the Frontal Impact.
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Fig 2.Components of an Inflator

D.Functions:





Electric signal activates the squib
Squib initiates the propellant combustion
Propellant combustion produces gas and particles
Pressurisation of combustion chamber provokes the opening
of foils
 Gas flows through nozzles and will be cleaned and cooled
through filt
Fig 1: Flowchart for Project Methodology

I. FUNCTIONAL PARTS
A. Functional parts in the airbag framework:
To comprehend the working of the airbag framework, some
information of the vital utilitarian parts of the framework is
fundamental. Taking after segment concentrates on the practical
parts of the airbag framework.
B. Inflator
The inflator is a perplexing element framework that incorporates
synchronous operation of warmth exchange, filtration, ignition and
compressible two-stage stream. The pyrotechnic airbag inflator
produces gas to blow up and pressurize an airbag inside of a period on
the request of 10 milliseconds. An airbag inflator must give a period
ward profile of gas stream suited to the accident qualities of a specific
vehicle and it should likewise uproot a high rate of the particulates
that are an ignition's repercussion of the pyrotechnic material. To
accomplish an appropriate sequencing of the ignition transform, the
two pyrotechnic materials are contained in independent chambers.
Openings at the ways out of each of these chambers, together with yet
a third chamber, control the particular stream rates. The third
chamber or the filtration chamber, likewise contains both a slag trap
and a channel. The channel comprises of one or more sizes of wire
cross section, screens or sinewy material, through which the greater
part of the gasses are compelled to stream so that the slag and other
dense particulates from the gas stream don't enter the airbag. All the
while, the channel likewise expels heat from the gas stream.
The Inflator used for the Airbag is ASP 5.1 P18 SRR
C. Components of an Inflator:
1.Squib
2.Propellant, generant
3.Combustion chamber
4.Burst foil
5.Filter pack
6. Nozzle

E. The accident sensor
The working of the airbag framework is generally the same for all
autos. The sensor framework however may be the main critical
contrast starting with one framework then onto the next. There are at
present a few hypotheses of sensor outline and situation. Uncalled for
configuration, area or alignment of a sensor can bring about untimely
expansion, late organization or surprisingly more terrible, the pack's
disappointment to convey when required.
The three particular sorts of sensors being used today are
electro-mechanical, electronic and mechanical. These sensors
capacity to send the airbag when the vehicle encounters an
adjustment in speed that is normal for a frontal crash.
Electro-mechanical sensors are situated in either the auto's front, the
accident zone and/or in the passenger compartment, contingent upon
the framework plan. Every electromechanical sensor depend on the
relative development of an inertial mass that shuts an electric circuit
if the deceleration heartbeat is of adequate size and course. The two
plans presently being used are blandly alluded to as the "ball-in-tube
configuration" and the "spring-mass outline." During crash the
electronic sensor frameworks utilize an accelerometer which
measures the deceleration experienced by the auto. A PC calculation
forms this deceleration heartbeat and a choice is made in view of
certain criteria in respect to regardless of whether to send the airbag.
An electronic sensor is normally picked when a solitary passenger
compartment segregating sensor is utilized alongside an equipping
sensor. Electronic sensors have favourable position over most
different sensors since they are obtuse to vertical and sidelong
vibrations. A solitary segregating sensor framework has the extra
favourable position in that it will trigger later on a few accidents. This
is of less significance if the inhabitants are wearing safety belts and
consequently are to some degree controlled until the airbag conveys.
A mechanical airbag framework depends on a mechanical trigger
that is situated in Frontal and contiguous the inflator inside of the
airbag module. The electrical segments found in more customary
airbag frameworks are not required in this framework.
The two working classifications that sensors fall into are: segregating
and safing sensors. The segregating sensors are the essential choice
parts of a framework. They can be mounted in the passenger
compartment or mounted forward in the accident zone of the vehicle,
in which case they are intended to trigger on a consistent speed
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change. A few separating sensors are accommodated repetition and applications. The most huge things under completion seem, by all
these are commonly aligned to convey the framework after accounts, to be:
encountering an adjustment in the vehicle rate of 16-19 kmph. The
1. Sizing which affects fiber-fiber adhesion
safing sensor is normally mounted in the passenger compartment of
2. Scouring, which affects adhesion and tear strength
the vehicles and is in arrangement with the segregating sensor. It is
3. Heat setting which affects permeability and fabric stability
aligned to work after encountering a sudden change in vehicle pace of
during and after processing.
around 1-5 kmph. This sensor decreases the likelihood of a
unintentional arrangement of the framework.
G. Airbag Formation:
F. Airbag material of construction and selection:
At the point when air sack material has been done, it is cut into boards
The standard airbag is constructed of fabric woven from nylon 66 by laser. This system is quick and precise, it combines the fabric's
fibers because of their high specific strength. The overall fabric edges to anticipate eliminating so as to fray and decreases cost cutting
requirements for airbag applications are:
passes on. Airbag are sewn with nylon 6,6, polyester and kevlar,
1. A high strength-to-weight ratio and good elongation aramide yarns, the sewing examples and line densities being picked
properties
painstakingly to boost execution.
2. Minimal weight for minimal space/thickness.
Like a parachute, the fabric is collapsed with great consideration to
3. Insensitivity to temperature
guarantee smooth arrangement. An assortment of folds are suitable
4. High cover factor
including the B fold, B+1 fold and P fold. It was brought about by
Capability of being coated as in the case of the driver’s Frontal getting to the fabric and creases of a typical airbag in a wind burrow.
application
The exploration found that the strain on an ordinary airbag amid
The following fabric construction parameters should be considered in sending did not correspond with its most grounded pivot. The greater
any type of fabric used for airbag application.
part of the strain was focused on its equator. The test results were
Yarn-Yarns are of spun and fiber yarns with or without turn. Fiber bolstered into a PC and another pack was intended to apply push
yarns were chosen for airbag application due to their more prominent along the particular pivot. Subsequently less stretch was applied on
elasticity in connection to mass and weight. Physical properties the creases, so less sewing was required and the sack could be
change with level of turn thus the bit of yarn fiber is of some collapsed into a much littler space.
significance. For instance, a yarn's elasticity depends on the
constituent fiber quality as well as on frictional powers conferred by
II. RESULT AND CONCLUSION
between filaments in a yarn. However low curve yarns give a smooth
covering surface and offer great spread for covering, which thusly The Graph represents Airbag pressure, According to dummy
adds to high tear quality of a covered fabric. Much of the time the co-ordinate system +X represents Tensile i.e. moving outward and
control of covering entrance is basic for keeping up tear quality since, -X co-ordinate represents Compression moving inward.
considerable infiltration prompts imperviousness to fabric bending.
Relationship of low tear to expanding entrance for nylon is
incredible. It was hypothesized by right on time examiners that the
base fiber must display as high an elasticity as would be prudent,
together with as high a lengthening as reasonable, under these
conditions, nylon fabrics either wet or dry, seemed to have the best
general steadiness properties. This combined with the low particular
gravity of nylon gave an exceptionally alluring high quality to weight
proportion. At last, the most extreme working temperatures made by
gas era ought to give a sign of the warm resistance required by the
fabric when it is stuffed firmly in the suitable compartment in the
auto.
Weave-Weave is another element to be considered in the fabric's
determination. The three fundamental weaves are plain, twill and
glossy silk. However notwithstanding these fundamental different
weaves. for example, tear stop, dobby-dab, extravagant, worldview
and Catch 22 have likewise been researched for airbag application. A
hypothesis' investigation of tear quality demonstrates the significance
of both the yarn's elasticity and of increasing so as to amplify this
quality the quantity of twist and fill strings. In airbag applications the
weave sort assumes an essential part on the biaxial properties of the
fabric.
Weave tally Weave check is characteristic of the quantity of yarns per
inch. It influences the fabric's penetrability, quality, weight, biaxial
properties and mass. Earlier examinations have demonstrated that
the impact of weave and tally and their connection under biaxial
extending conditions is extremely unpredictable. The multifaceted
nature is such that numerous synergetic impacts can't be resolved.
Completion Finish may incorporate appearance, fading and
Fig 3.Graph of Airbag Pressure v/s Time
Fig 4.Graph of
estimating. It might likewise incorporate scouring and warmth
setting. Calendaring can assume a critical part with polyester fabrics. Airbag Volume v/s Time
Other completing operations were observed not to be huge for airbag
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The Graph represents Airbag pressure, According to dummy
co-ordinate system +X represents Tensile i.e. moving outward and
-X co-ordinate represents Compression moving inward.
From the injury criteria to get 4 points, the deployment of the airbag
must be include pressure and volume.
From the above graph 3 important injuries are extracted
HIC36,HIC15,H3.depending upon the dummies which HIC need to
consider. According to the regulation male 50 percentile dummy
considered. Therefore HIC36 need to be calculated.
1.The main objective of this project is to evaluate frontal impact of
driver side according to EURO NCAP regulation.
2. The human body dynamics is measured with respect to forces,
moments, displacement and gravity which will represents bone
fracture, internal bleeding, external bleeding etc.
3. When we start the correlation we starts with foot to head as the foot
will be the first contact in human body with respect to vehicle.
4. If the tibia, femur, abdomen correlated properly automatically
chest, neck, head get will correlate with the test.
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